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Pec/Bicep Stretch
Place your hand against a wall or pole with your elbow straight.
Rotate your body away from your hand/the wall until you feel a
stretch across the front of your chest and/or down your arm into
your bicep.
Repeat 2 Times Hold 10 Seconds

SIDELYING INTERNAL ROTATION STRETCH - IR SLEEPER
STRETCH
Start by lying on your side with the affected arm on the
bottom.Your affected arm should be bent at the elbow and forearm
pointed upwards towards the ceiling as shown.Next, use your
unaffected arm to gently draw your affected forearm towards the
table or bed for an inward stretch. 

Hold, relax and repeat.  Video # VVYZR3QLL
Repeat 5 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets

CHEST STRETCH FOAM ROLLER - 90/90
Lie down on a foam roll and allow your arms to drop towards the
floor with your elbows bent and 90 degrees away from your side
as shown. Shoulders should be in external rotation so that the
back your wrists move towards the floor.

Hold for a gentle stretch across your chest and shoulders.  Video #
VVAFRJV92
Repeat 5 Times Hold 5 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets



Shoulder external rotation + supination
Hold a band in front of you with elbows bent and palms facing
down. 

Pull the band apart while rotating your palms to face up

Move very slowly the entire time (5 seconds out and 5 seconds in).

Increase the resistance and number of sets as tolerated.
Repeat 5 Times
Complete 2 Sets

ELASTIC BAND BILATERAL HORIZONTAL ABDUCTION
While holding an elastic band with your elbows straight and in front
of your body, pull your arms apart and towards the side.  Video #
VVPZZBUNZ
Repeat 5 Times
Complete 2 Sets

FREE WEIGHT - EXTERNAL ROTATION - ER
Lie on your side and hold a weight with your elbow bent and
rested on your side. Place a small rolled up towel between your
upper arm and body. Next, move your forearm and hand from the
ground towards the ceiling as shown. Lower back down and
repeat.  Video # VVWRG4CK9
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets
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PRONE RETRACTION
Lying face down with your elbows straight, slowly draw your
shoulder blade back towards your spine. Your whole arm should
raise including your shoulder blade upward as shown. Your elbow
should be straight the entire time.  Video # VVV32X2NV
Repeat 10 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets

PRONE ROWS
Lying face down with your elbows straight, slowly raise your arms
upward while bending your elbows.
Repeat 10 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets

TABLE PLANK PLUS
Start in a push up position on your hands and leaning up against a
table or counter top as shown. Maintain this position as you
protract your shoulder blades forward to raise your body upward a
few inches. Then, return to original position. 

Progress by standing further away from the table.  Video #
VVMGDNACU
Repeat 10 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets

SCAPULAR PROTRACTION - FREE WEIGHT - SERRATUS
PUNCHES
Lie on your back holding a small free weight or soup can with your
arm extended out in front of your body and towards the ceiling.
While keeping your elbow straight, protract your shoulders forward
towards the ceiling and then lower back down in a control motion. 

Do not allow your shoulder to raise towards your ears. 

Keep your elbow straight the entire time.  Video # VVV7EMM35
Repeat 10 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 2 Sets
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PRONE EXTENSION
Lying face down with your elbows straight, slowly raise your arms
upward while keeping your elbows straight.  Video # VVEMHJ57Z
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

PRONE  Y - FLEXION
Lying face down, slowly raise up your arms forward and overhead
with elbows straight.  Video # VVQNDK8PD
Repeat 10 Times
Complete 2 Sets

SERRATUS WALL SLIDE
Place your forearms and hands along a wall so that your elbows
are bent and your arms point towards the ceiling. Next, protract
your shoulder blades forward and then slide your arms up the wall
as shown. Then, return to original position and repeat.  Video #
VVXFWWPAH
Repeat 5 Times
Complete 3 Sets

Serratus TheraBand Wall Clock 
Starting with both hands flat on the wall with theraband wrapped
around the wrists bring the injured arm up to a 12 o'clock position
and then return to the starting position (hands in the center), then
bring injured arm out to 3 o'clock and return to starting position
then down to 6 o'clock and back to starting position
Repeat 5 Times
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